
 

 

Does your business really understand its tolerance to currency risk? 

By Joanne Hunger, Director Central Europe & Ireland, Western Union Business Solutions 

 

Regardless of the outcome, we know Ireland’s long-term economic prospects will be 

significantly affected by Brexit. However, as Irish businesses trading with the UK – all 8,600 of 

them according to the Central Statistics Office1 - stress test the longer-term implications of any 

Brexit such as divergent regulatory frameworks, potential tariffs and restrictions on labour 

movement, it’s the prolonged period of short-term financial market volatility and exchange 

rate uncertainty which warrants some attention.  

 

Chart source: Thomson Reuters, Western Union – 21.03.2019 

 

Since the UK’s referendum vote back in 2016, the EUR/GBP exchange rate has endured a 

number of aggressive swings in value. This volatility has been impacted by UK-EU negotiations 

and the subsequent rise and fall in the probability of a ‘hard Brexit’ outcome. At the time of 

writing (April 3rd), the probability of this extreme no deal scenario had fallen to 25%2. This 

helped Sterling to appreciate in value, and push the EUR/GBP rate down towards £0.85p. 

However, during times when negotiations break down, this probability of a no deal Brexit has 

spiked, and the opposite effect on Sterling has sent the EUR/GBP rate above £0.90p.  

                                                           
1 https://www.irishtimes.com/business/economy/brexit-3-400-irish-exporters-trade-exclusively-with-uk-cso-report-finds-1.3650174  
2 https://www.oxfordeconomics.com/ 



 
What this means in very simple terms, is that when the EUR/GBP rate rises above £0.90p – 8% 

above the 5-year average of £0.8361 – this benefits Irish importers by making overseas goods 

and supplies cheaper, but it puts pressure on exporters to either raise their prices or cut profit 

margins. The opposite effect is that when the EUR/GBP rate falls towards £0.80p, this will 

increase pressure on profits for Irish importers but it should benefit exporters.     

So why does this financial market volatility and exchange rate uncertainty warrant more 

attention in Ireland? This issue matters – especially for SMEs - because comparable research 

conducted by Western Union shows that 28% of small to medium size firms who trade across 

borders can only tolerate unfavourable exchange rate swings of up to 5% before facing 

financial difficulty3.  

The same survey of 1002 businesses also showed that when facing currency volatility 

challenges, some of the most common counter measures amongst SMEs are to absorb 

increased costs (impacts profitability), or pass on costs to customers (impacts 

competitiveness). In contrast, the most common counter measures amongst Corporate size 

firms were to switch trade to new geographies with more favourable exchange rates, or to 

activate risk management solutions.  

One of the reasons Corporates respond differently to SMEs is of course their richer resource 

advantage and their ability to conduct exchange rate sensitivity analysis – a process that is 

critical when trading with the UK in the current Brexit climate. In this process firms review, for 

example, how sensitive their customers would be to price rises and our research would suggest 

retailers and manufacturers have far less flexibility here than say financial services firms do.  

Another part of this sensitivity analysis is to clearly identify future overseas payments or earnings 

and spotlight areas of currency exposure. Using this data, a firm could then run market 

scenario tests (no deal Brexit versus good deal Brexit) to judge at what exchange rate level 

would overseas trade become unprofitable. By identifying where these thresholds lie, 

businesses can then look into the most appropriate counter measures to currency volatility for 

their particular business to help protect pricing models, profits and cash flow.   

The reason why this sensitivity analysis is so critical for Irish SMEs, and subsequently the Irish 

economy that has now become more reliant on international trade with key partners such as 

the UK, is because of the worrying exchange rate forecasts for the next 12-24 months. 

According to monthly forecasts from over 50 economists compiled by Thomson Reuters in 

March 2019, many predict that if UK-EU negotiations go smoothly towards an orderly Brexit, 

then the EUR/GBP rate may trade close to £0.80p by Q1 2020. However, an additional question 

                                                           
3 https://business.westernunion.com/en-gb/p/cmp/barometer-
2018?t=70180000001MmZmAAK&utm_source=Website&utm_medium=Homepage-
banner&utm_content=Barometer&utm_campaign=The%20Betters%20Campaign 



 
in the same survey showed that should a disorderly no deal Brexit materialise, then EUR/GBP 

could surge by up to 10% and trade close to £1.00 – parity.    

Future currency forecasts from the Bank of England that were released in November 20184 

also paint a bleak picture – especially for Irish exporters in the event of a no deal Brexit. The 

Bank predicted that in a no deal scenario Sterling could depreciate anywhere between 10% 

and 25%, sending the EUR/GBP rate well beyond the £1.00 mark. This exchange rate could 

push many Irish exporters beyond their profitability thresholds if they do not have either the 

margins to absorb costs, or price flexibility to pass on costs to UK customers.  

 
Chart source: Thomson Reuters, Western Union – 21.03.2019 

 

Furthermore, Brexit may not only impact Irish firms trading with the UK. Given the global nature 

of foreign exchange, any Brexit volatility is also expected to impact the EUR/USD exchange 

rate and Irish trade with the US for example. So now my question is: have Irish SMEs with 

currency exposures conducted their sensitivity analysis, and do they have a currency strategy 

in place to counter different market scenarios? For those who do not have the time or resource 

to do this, now might be the time to partner with an international currency specialist that 

provides the tools and expertise to help implement these types of currency risk management 

strategies.  
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4 https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/report/2018/eu-withdrawal-scenarios-and-monetary-and-financial-stability 
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